It is important that your grant is used effectively and based on school need. The Education Inspection Framework
(Ofsted 2019 p64) makes clear there will be a focus on ‘whether leaders and those responsible for governors all
understand their respective roles and perform these in a way that enhances the effectiveness of the school’.
Under the Quality of Education criteria (p41) inspectors consider the extent to which schools can articulate
their curriculum (INTENT), construct their curriculum (IMPLEMENTATION) and demonstrate the outcomes
which result (IMPACT).
To assist schools with common transferable language this template has been developed to utilise the same
three headings which should make your plans easily transferable between working documents.
Schools must use the funding to make additional and sustainable improvements to the quality of
Physical Education, School Sport and Physical Activity (PESSPA) they offer. This means that you should
use the Primary PE and Sport Premium to:
•
•

Develop or add to the PESSPA activities that your school already offer
Build capacity and capability within the school to ensure that improvements made now will
benefit pupils joining the school in future years
Please visit gov.uk for the revised DfE guidance including the 5 key indicators across which
schools should demonstrate an improvement. This document will help you to review your
provision and to report your spend. DfE encourages schools to use this template as an
effective way of meeting the reporting requirements of the Primary PE and Sport Premium.
We recommend you start by reflecting on the impact of current provision and reviewing the
previous spend.
Schools are required to publish details of how they spend this funding as well as on the
impact it has on pupils’ PE and sport participation and attainment by the end of the
summer term or by 31st July 2020 at the latest.
We recommend regularly updating the table and publishing it on your website
throughout the year. This evidences your ongoing self-evaluation of how you are
using the funding to secure maximum, sustainable impact. Final copy must be
posted on your website by the end of the academic year and no later than the
31st July 2020. To see an example of how to complete the table please click HERE.

Support for review and reflection - considering the 5 key indicators from DfE, what development needs are a priority for your setting and your
pupils now and why? Use the space below to reflect on previous spend and key achievements and areas for development.

Key achievements to date until July 2019:
-

Areas for further improvement and baseline evidence of need:

Increased pupil participation in competitions.
Increased success in KS1 competition.
Lunchtime sports set up for each day
Sport’s Leaders council set up
Successful uptake of gardening club reaching children that don’t
participate in other after school activities.
Sports coach organised a positive and popular event in football
tournament day.
All FS pupils offered Big Moves as a programmed course and repetition
of programme for children who required it.

-

Ensure we are staffed and able to access all KS1 competitions,
including the Summer Term.
Swimming teacher training to improve quality of teaching of
swimming.
Rugby Tournament Day to be organised as a new competition.
Balance bikeability.

Meeting national curriculum requirements for swimming and water safety.
What percentage of your current Year 6 cohort swim competently, confidently and proficiently over a
distance of at least 25 metres?
N.B. Even though your pupils may swim in another year please report on their attainment on leaving
primary school at the end of the summer term 2020.
What percentage of your current Year 6 cohort use a range of strokes effectively [for example, front crawl,
backstroke and breaststroke]?

End of KS2

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

What percentage of your current Year 6 cohort perform safe self-rescue in different water-based situations?
Not Applicable
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Schools can choose to use the Primary PE and Sport Premium to provide additional provision for swimming
but this must be for activity over and above the national curriculum requirements. Have you used it in this
way?
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Yes/No

Action Plan and Budget Tracking
Capture your intended annual spend against the 5 key indicators. Clarify the success criteria and
evidence of impact that you intend to measure to evaluate for pupils today and for the future.

Academic Year: 2018/19

Total fund allocated: £17,830

Date Updated: August 2019

Key indicator 1: The engagement of all pupils in regular physical activity – Chief Medical Officer guidelines recommend that Percentage of total allocation:
primary school pupils undertake at least 30 minutes of physical activity a day in school
31%
£5,552.26
Intent
Implementation
Impact
Your school focus should be clear
what you want the pupils to know
and be able to do and about
what they need to learn and to
consolidate through practice:
That more children will be physically
active during their lunchtime.

Make sure your actions to achieve
are linked to your intentions:

-

-

Implementation of daily active
lunchtimes with sports coach
and sports leaders.
Regular upkeep of interesting
and engaging playground toys.

Funding
allocated:

Evidence of impact: what do
pupils now know and what
can they now do? What has
changed?:

- Cost of Sports More children aware of and
coach for 45
becoming engaged in being more
minutes of
active during their lunchtimes.
lunch.
- £400.00

Sustainability and suggested
next steps:

- That sports leaders can train
more children to take part in
lunchtime physical activities.
- Finding new age appropriate
playground toys to maintain
levels of interest.

Children are learning through active
methods to enhance their
understanding of skills and
knowledge across the curriculum.

Training and regular staff updates Cost of staff
on benefits of maintaining active
meeting time.
classrooms and using movement as (Minimal)
a learning tool.

Children can identify that
movement is a way to improve
learning and will

That all teachers are more
confident at using movement
as a tool to learning in all
subject areas.

Foundation Stage (FS) children to be
utilising their outdoor environment
to improve their physical activity
throughout the school day.

- Improved outdoor area for FS
children to access.
- Staff trained in facilitating
children’s learning while using the
outdoor area.

FS Children will be more
physically developed.

To improved purposeful,
physical play (PPP).

Have opportunity to increase

Saving money from PPESP for a hard

Improved activity levels in all

Due to have saved enough
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Cost of staff
meeting time.
(Minimal)

children’s daily physical activity in
cored track around the field with
school time by 15 minutes to improve activity stations for children to have
fitness and stamina.
access to during, break times,
lunchtimes and additional 15 per
day.

£5,152.26

children during the school day, money by July 2020 to begin
therefore, improving their fitness the ground works for project.
and stamina. Leading to
improved levels of concentration
and raised attainments.

Key indicator 2: The profile of PESSPA being raised across the school as a tool for whole school improvement
Intent

Implementation

Your school focus should be clear
what you want the pupils to know
and be able to do and about
what they need to learn and to
consolidate through practice:
Children are given access to a greater
variety of after school clubs that are
monitored to ensure they meet the
needs and choice of the children in
our school. Including a girl’s active
club, multi-sports and gardening.

Make sure your actions to achieve
are linked to your intentions:

Sports Leaders were trained and
utilised to provide lunch time
activities for the children to engage
and improve their leadership skills
and promotion of sports around
school.

-

-

-

Celebration assembly to continue on a Friday which includes –
extracurricular sporting activities.
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Impact
Funding
allocated:

Mr Probert to analyse data
numbers of children enrolled
into clubs to inform child’s
voice.
Pay HLTAs for specialist clubs
such as gardening and maypole.

£1,200

Percentage of total allocation:
7.2%
£1,280.00

Evidence of impact: what do
pupils now know and what
can they now do? What has
changed?:

Sustainability and suggested
next steps:

-

-

That more children taking
part in after school clubs –
engaging/targeting children
that don’t normally engage
in after school cubs.

To continue yearly
questionnaires and
analysis of numbers for
clubs to inform the
following term/year.

8 Year 2 children undertook
- £40.00
sports leadership course at
(Transportation
Green Towers to develop their cost for children
leadership skills.
to get to Green
Towers)

That the sports leaders are reaching/encouraging more
children to take part in
particularly lunchtime
activities.

That each year children will
take part in school sports
council and that we will
have a bigger drive around
school to promote sport.

Children/parents are reminded
and aware that Friday
celebration is a time to bring in
certificates, medals, trophies
and pictures of the sporting
achievements of the children.

Children are proud of their sporting accomplishments
and know that they are
valued in school by both
staff and the other children.

To develop a Mr. Probert
sporting star for the week.
So that children are
recognised for their
sporting achievements in
school.

Supported by:

-

-

Change for Life festival
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X 8 Children that do not take part in after school clubs both through
school or at home were taken to a
change for life festival to increase
their awareness of being active and
healthy.

Supported by:

£40.00

-

That this will encourage the children to take part in some
after school club activities x
5 out of the 8 then attended
an active club after school in
the following terms.

To continue to set up a
change for life club in
school to continue to work
with these children to
promote love of being
active.

Key indicator 3: Increased confidence, knowledge and skills of all staff in teaching PE and sport

Percentage of total allocation:
8.7%

Intent

Implementation

Impact

Your school focus should be clear
what you want the pupils to know
and be able to do and about
what they need to learn and to
consolidate through practice:
Football delivery sessions by specialist
coaches to demonstrate ways in
which to teach football to children in
all three year groups.

Make sure your actions to
achieve are linked to your
intentions:

-

Increased confidence for
teaching staff to teach football
sessions their games slot.

£1,050.00

-

Sports coach attending PE School
Sports conference

-

More ideas and ways to
improve PE and Sport in
school.

-

£95.00

-

Maths for the Day (An Active
Approach)

-

External agency to come as a
whole school training on
TTDay in January to promote
ways in which to teach active
maths and other approaches
in other subject areas.
Promoted active breaks and
active recorveries.

-

£360.00

That staff will be use more active
ways to teach not only maths but
other more static lessons with
new ways to learn as you move.
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Funding
allocated:

Evidence of impact: what do
pupils now know and what
can they now do? What has
changed?:

£1,505.00
Sustainability and suggested
next steps:

Teachers to teach football
skills to improve the
children’s skills and improved
links between external teams
to encourage/promote sport
outside of school hours. With
a higher than usual
percentage of children taking
part in their development
squads. More children
wanting to take part in KS1
competition.
Setting up new daily boost
activities during lunchtime.

Teachers, alongside Mr
Probert to be more
confident to teach their
games sessions based on
football.

Sports coach to feedback
updates and changes that
will promote new ideas in
school.

Key indicator 4: Broader experience of a range of sports and activities offered to all pupils
Intent
Your school focus should be clear
what you want the pupils to know
and be able to do and about
what they need to learn and to
consolidate through practice:
Children in year 2 will experience
indoor rock climbing in the Summer
Term to broaden their experiences of
physical activity.

Implementation

Impact

Percentage of total allocation:
37.3%
£6,659.21

Make sure your actions to
achieve are linked to your
intentions:

Funding
allocated:

Evidence of impact: what do
pupils now know and what
can they now do? What has
changed?:

-

-

£340.00
(cost of
coaches)

-

Maypole Dancing – year 2 children
are given the opportunity to take part
in a traditional

That the children that enjoyed maypole dancing in their class
sessions have the opportunity
to take part in a maypole club
and dance at Burbage
Common Open Day.

£656.75

-

Gardening Club – Year 1 and 2
children given the opportunity to take
part in a more active club that
doesn’t involve competition of sport
but promotes an active hobby.

To encourage children that do not always enjoy the sport
aspect of being active but find
a love of being active in other
ways.

£656.75

-

20 children enjoy learning
about gardening and getting
outdoors in each session
being active in planting and
growing different things.

-

Tournament day – linked to football. Internal competition.

That the whole school will
take part in a football
competition at their level,
scoring points for their team
and building up to a winning
Supported by:

£2,592.71

-

Giving all children the
opportunity to take part in a
competition in a fun and
friendly way to encourage
enjoyment out of

-
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That children will be more
willing to have a go at
something new linking to our
Character muscle of
preserving.

-

Sustainability and suggested
next steps:

All children enjoyed the
session and even children
who were scared found a
climbing wall on which they
could attempt to climb and
pushed themselves to have a
go.
That children can learn a new skill, build their endurance
and perform with confidence
a traditional taught dance as a
group.

To continue to fund the
trip each year along with
the support of the PTA for
travel expenses.

To continue to develop
that enough staff are able
to teach maypole dancing
to continue the club for
children to take part in the
community even at
Burbage Common Open
Day.
To continue to find new
ways to allow children to
be active that is not
necessarily linked to sport.

To change the sport each
year so that the children
are then exposed to 3
different sports in a
competitive way during

team across the three year
groups.
Wider range of playground toys
including different skipping ropes,
variety of balls, pot walkers and team
foam feet to encourage a range of
ways to be active at break times and
lunch times.

All FS children to undertake full
programme of Big Moves.
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-

competition.

their time at the Infant
School.

That children will find
something that they enjoy
using to be active other than
our typical bats and balls. To
encouragement in teams and
playing with others to be
active.

£413.00

-

That children enjoy playtimes to be able to be active and
voice their opinions on why
they enjoy being active at
lunchtimes.

To keep toys up-to-date
and with a variety of
things to engage the
children with.

That more children would be
refining the physical literacy
by working on their gross
motor skills to improve their
fine motor skills.

£2,000

-

A higher percentage of
children reached age related
expectation on the physical
development aspect on the
ELG than in previous years.

To continue to offer the
Big Moves programme to
all FS children.
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-

-

Key indicator 5: Increased participation in competitive sport
Intent

Percentage of total allocation:

Implementation

Impact

Your school focus should be clear
what you want the pupils to know
and be able to do and about
what they need to learn and to
consolidate through practice:
Hinckley and Bosworth School Sport
H&BSSPAN buy-in for competition
calendar.

Make sure your actions to
achieve are linked to your
intentions:

-

That we have access to age
appropriate competitions that
are within our school’s area to
develop a wider range of
external competitions
available to them.

KS1 competitions – a wider
participation of a higher percentage
of children taking part in
competitions, including netball,
football, gymnastics, rugby, boccia
and new age curling.

-

The use of a Sport’s Coach to develop the skills necessary in games sessions
to build up the children’s confidence
in skills for the different competitions
in their PE games sessions.
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14%
£2,500.00

Evidence of impact: what do
pupils now know and what
can they now do? What has
changed?:

Sustainability and suggested
next steps:

£300.00

-

More optional for external
competitions available than
previous years.

-

To continue buy in
package to allow us access
to KS1 competitions.

That we have the
transportation costs, costs of
additional adults and sports
coach to support the children
with the competitions.

£200.00

-

More children willing and
excited to be taking part,
representing their school in
different competitions.

-

Ways to continue to send
adults to supervise
children at competitions
while taking away their
time in school.

That children will be able to
have the skills and
understanding of how to play
the sports that they have been
taught in games sessions in
their competitions.

£2,000.00

-

That children are more
capable at the progression of
skills associated with different
sports to build on their
physical literacy to move.
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Funding
allocated:

To continue to build in
time with a sports coach
to further develop the
children’s fundamental
skills alongside the class
teacher.

Signed off by
Head Teacher:

Date:
Subject Leader: Charlotte Dyment
Date:
Governor:
Date:
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